Intern Data Analytics (m/f/d)*

Our Reinsurance Development

Intern Data Analytics (m/f/d)*

RID1.4 is a department dedicated for big data and data analytics. We coordinate and drive big data and data analytics related projects across Munich Re. Our goal is to enable new/better business via data centric solutions. We are dedicated to empower everyone in the organisation to access and analyze data quickly, easily and without boundaries. We develop deep learning models and analytical solutions and provision of analytical consulting for our clients. We collaborate closely with business units, IT departments and other central units group wide. Our department is looking for an intern to support our highly motivated and ambitious team. Flexibility regarding the specific work plan can be offered. Depending on your preferences, various focus areas are possible.

Your job

- Advanced data analytics using latest machine learning and statistical methods
- Participation in developing analytical software prototypes
- Support of big data management activities
- Analytical consulting and technology research
- Supporting an agile project team consisting of Business Experts, Data Scientists, Data Engineers and IT Architects

Your profile

- Studies in statistics, mathematics, computer science, physics, econometrics, data science or related fields
- Experience in modern statistical and machine learning techniques (e.g., Python, R, Hadoop, as well as SQL)
- Work or Java development skills are a plus
- Excellent communication and organisational skills, motivated and hands-on mentality
- Strong command of English

About us

As the world's leading reinsurance company with more than 11,000 employees at over 50 locations, Munich Re introduces a paradigm shift in the way you think about insurance. By turning uncertainty into a manageable risk we enable transformational change and we are racing our clients today to when tomorrow will concern society tomorrow. Whether it be climate change, major construction projects, medical risk assessment or space travel? Together we become a culture where silicon enabled business ideas make big business. We believe the new will be different for our clients and culture innovation.

Apply now!

*Munich Re not only stands for fairness with regard to its clients; it is also an equal opportunity employer. Severely disabled candidates will also be prioritised, if equally qualified.